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From  an  agrarian settlement to a megapolis with 
snarling traffic, Bangkok, like many other cities, 
has harmed the relation between human and 
ecology. Our proposal aims at rejuvenating this 
relation by sensitizing Bangkokians towards water. 
Our vision for redeveloping Bangkok is based 
on the idea that spaces for collective and public 
integrated with water sensitive systems  will make 
Bangkok resilient, Bangkokians aware about 
water systems and enhance its urban experience. 

As Bangkok floods for various reasons the 
overarching idea   has been integrated in these 
four strategies : Rejuvenate, Soak, Protect, Adapt 
to respond to each flood level. We envision that the 
prototypes designed would be adopted  all over 
Bangkok to achieve a city sensitized towards water.

We have chosen a site along both sides 
of Chao Phraya river which display distinct 
neighbourhoods and river edge response 
to demonstrate all varying possibilities. 
It includes parts of Ratnakosin, China town and 
Khlong San. The chosen site also has a main road 
running  parallel to the river cutting through the city on 
both sides and our proposal aims at strengthening 
it for better connectivity and water  management.
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In the long run, the decentralized sewage system will incorporate a neighbourhood centre which will 
incorporate spaces for the surrounding communities to work, green spaces, spaces of stories where 
dying communities will be celebrated and a cycle station where cycles can be rented out. During Flood 
situation, it will act as a place for shelter and the elevated cycling path will act as an evacuation path. 

To make the centre more livable, we propose multi storey housing that frees up the ground,  
makes it permeable, and elevates commercial and housing to protect it from damage. 
The housing will consist of column beam structure, slabs and cores consisting of services 
and rainwater collection tanks. The dwellers will make their own houses by salvaging ma-
terial from their existing houses to make it economically viable. The proposal has identi-
fied the most vulnerable houses based on elevation of the ground, estimated flood lev-
el and economic background. Housing development must begin from the most vulnerable. 

   Soak

To protect the river from excessive flow, a green belt is proposed along the the 
tributaries and the river Chao Phraya to hold the soil together and increase the 
absorption rate of the soil along the river. Afforestation in the temple complexes in 
Bangkok is proposed to set an example for the city in a place which is the most revered.
 
We imagine a Bangkok with a vibrant river edge that is open for all public, holds different 
functions like cultural theatres, sport activities, spaces for street artists, elevated cycling 
track, walking path and gigantic green spaces. To protect the city from swollen Chao Phraya 
river with excess water from north and ocean backflow, the ground near the river will be 
modulated in a way that it prevents water from coming inside the city when the river water rises.

A    softer     approach        to  soak in most watert in the underground water depleted 
city is adopted through making sunken social and sport related spaces. These 
spaces would hold public activities through the year and hold water during heavy 
rains and then percolate it in the ground over time through infiltration wells. 
The two identified main roads will have bioswales running all through its length with 
infiltration wells in it at regular distance. Other secondary roads will be made of 
permeable tarmac that will soak in water and connect to bioswales along the main road. 
To handle the rain water, our strategy is to make the ground as permeable as possible.

Rejuvenate
Our   proposal aims at rejuvenating the water canals by making 
decetralised sewage treatment plants that clean the canals and treat 
the household waste water and create a green public space. This 
will create awareness and remove stigma related to sewage. The 
decentralised sewage system consists of septic tanks,  root zone 
treatment bed and polishing ponds.  The sludge removed is further 
treated to produce biogas. The cleansed water will be used for 
maintaining the green urban space of the sewage treatment centre. 
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